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In the heart of Param, science is a canvas for all, where endless

creativity meets boundless innovation
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PARAM

+91  9980625752

gallery@paraminnovation.org

Parsec - Jayanagar, 32nd Cross Road, 7th Block,
Jayanagar, Bengaluru, Karnataka

Opening on
January 15 2024!

We are opening an In-city ticketed science adventure for all ages and

professions, with hands-on, interactive, and immersive experiences.



As I reflect on our journey at Param, all I can see is change. Change in

ideals, change in ideas, change in dreams and change in the way we think

and perceive. There was a time when I saw the Param science team as a

fledgling creation of my own - a baby of sorts that I nurtured and watched

over. Yet, as time has passed and our collective experiences have

deepened, I've come to realise that Param, in fact, has been more of a

nurturing mother to me. It's a humbling realisation that I have learned and

gained far more from Param than I could ever have imparted. This shift in

perception underscores a fundamental truth - that we are merely transient

guardians of a vision far grander and more enduring than ourselves. A

dream about changing the world to a world that doesn't need a Param. A

world that inherently lives science and breathes innovation because every

single individual is an innovator - a flag bearer of change in their own right.

At the heart of Param is the Passion that fuels this change. It is the lifeblood

that courses through everything we do. We are not just scientists but in fact

storytellers and artists committed to making science not a subject to be

learned but a lifestyle to be embraced and lived. We aim to foster an

ecosystem of science where innovation is as natural as breathing, where

creativity knows no bounds, and where every idea is valued.

We pride ourselves on being daringly stupid, unapologetically fun, and

unabashedly crazy. These are not weaknesses; they are our strengths. They

are the qualities that make us Param.

As I sign off, I am reminded of a saying that has become a mantra within our

team: "Take care of Param, and Param will take care of you." These words

are more than a sentiment; they are a promise - a promise that as we

nurture this incredible venture, it will, in turn, nurture us, our community, and

the world.

Together, we are Param. Together, we are the change.

Director’s Note

www.paraminnovation.org
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Inavamsi Enaganti
Director
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What we do
We aspire to become an ecosystem that encourages science as a way

of life and enabling innovation as a way of thought in young minds.

We will make science a lifestyle!

Science Online

(Metaverse)

Events (Hackathons &

Olympiads)

Interactive and

Immersive Exhibits

Mobile Science

Centres

Interactive Online

Courses

Science

Magazines

Think-tanks, Meetups,

Innovation exchanges

Incubation & 

innovation Lab

Skill Training &

Workshops
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Our science centre has achieved 90% completion of its construction.

The impressive hyperbolic paraboloid shell structure, measuring 75m

x 75m and only 50mm thick, is also nearing its completion. Parallelly,

the essential Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing works are

progressing smoothly, ensuring the centre's functionality matches its

innovative design. This project is aimed to open in November 2024.

Construction 

Workers Built up Area

We thank our generous partners for their help in laying the

foundations for Param

www.paraminnovation.org

Collaborate and innovate impact together
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ANP
A. N. PRAKASH CONSTRUCTION PROJECT MANAGEMENT

CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD
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Param Team
Where ideas flow and teams thrive

Once a space for 12, our new office now accommodates 60

employees - a testament to our growth. It's a dynamic hub where

creativity and collaboration thrive. From small beginnings to a bustling

workspace, our office is a reflection of our journey, adaptability, and

collective success.

12
Employees

60
Employees



Workshop
Crafting creativity and nurturing innovation

360+
kgs of metal

28000+
sq.ft wood

In our workshop, creativity takes shape. Metal, wood, plywood, and

PLA combine, transforming concepts into tangible exhibits. With

dedication and skill, our space breathes life into ideas, crafting

simplicity and innovation. Every piece tells a story of craftsmanship,

making our workshop the heartbeat of innovation.

400+
Exhibits



Timeline

Hosted Samyog, an Art-Science

Gallery, and expanded Param

Science Magazine to 44

Government Libraries

Workshop construction

commenced, marking a new

phase in our hands-on science

journey

Transitioned to a larger office,

achieved the 65% construction

milestone, launched Rangolify,

and gathered insights by visiting

notable science museums

ParamCON buzz - Hosted and

celebrated the landmark event

throughout a dedicated month

Intensive preparations for

ParamCon commenced.

Interaction with Manjul Bhargava

and Assam's Chief Minister

PARSEC recognized

internationally by IFIA - The

International Federation of

Inventors’ Association

January

March

May

www.paraminnovation.org
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Welcomed a wave of

experienced professionals

into the Param family

Hosted AI talks for youth,

Expanded Office, PARSEC team

grew to 35, and a memorable visit

to Singapore

PARSEC celebrated as "the fun

Science people," showcased at RV

fest, BNMIT fest, and various

street events

Initiated preparations to launch the

In-City Gallery

Hosted the 2nd Annual Reboot

Day, a cornerstone event for

rejuvenation and innovation

Celebrated unity and tradition with

Navratri colours and Office

Ayudha Pooja

Our Year in Review

July

September

November

www.paraminnovation.org
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Samyog
Samyog – Art Science Gallery, held on February 4 , 2023, at

Bengaluru's YuvaPatha, showcased AI-generated artworks in a

unique fusion of art and science. This donor gallery event not only

captivated the audience but also effectively contributed to the centre's

fundraising efforts. The success of Samyog highlighted the

harmonious relationship between technology and artistic expression,

demonstrating the growing impact of AI in the art world and its

potential for innovative fundraising initiatives.

10+
Exhibits

330+
Visitors

40+
Sci-Artworks

th

samyog



ParamCON
ParamCON, held on June 4  , 2023, at YuvaPatha, Bengaluru, was an

electrifying festival of science, showcasing a blend of innovative

exhibits and workshops. This event celebrated scientific exploration

and creativity, featuring interactive experiments and futuristic

technology, including VR and AI. The vibrant atmosphere and cutting-

edge displays left attendees inspired and with a newfound passion for

science.

www.paraminnovation.org
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35+
Exhibits

650+
Visitors

10+
Events



Param Visits

United States
Exploratorium

Singapore

Dubai
Museum of the Future 

AYA Universe

Science Centre Singapore

Art Science Museum

Changi Experience Studio
National Museum of Singapore

Red Dot Design Studio

www.paraminnovation.org

Our team visited various science and experience
centres across the globe

15
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369 Ochre Studio

International Federation of Inventors' Associations 

Socially Good

Out of the Box

Collaborations

Chanakya

Mythic Society

Creative alliances fueling innovation and impact

IFIA

369 Ochre Studio

PalpxPurpleBlue House Craftech 360

Enhancing Param's digital

engagement and online

presence

Helping us realize our vision

with their unique cardboard

expertise

Designing immersive and

aesthetically appealing

experiences

 Enhancing publication and

reach as key donors for the

Param Science Magazine

Strategizing Param's

outreach and educational

initiatives

Infusing SciArt inspiration into

Param's brand storytelling

and design elements

Empowering us with

architectural and spatial

design excellence

IFIA has highlighted our

project in their annual report

and board meetings

 Integrating cutting-edge

technology into Param's

interactive exhibits



Other Initiatives

Monthly Science Magazine LMS Courses

Science OnlineBangalore Science Campaign

Science Talks Science Meetups

Beyond pages our varied science initiatives

18
www.paraminnovation.org



Tell Great Stories: We're not just educators or scientists; we're

artists and storytellers. Through emotional experiences, we're

here to make everyone fall in love with science.

Manifesto
Make Science a Lifestyle: We don't just teach science, we live

it. Science is not a subject, it is the glorious pursuit of truth in

the grand challenge of understanding reality.

Seek Truth: In every endeavour, idea, and creation, we uphold

the highest standards of scientific rigour. The truth is 

non-negotiable.

Breathe the 3 C’s: Harness the 3 Cs in all we create and do -

Inspire Creativity, Nurture Curiosity, and Build Confidence.

Craft Unforgettable Experiences: Blend beauty, simplicity, and

awe to make each interaction memorable.

Constantly Collaborate: We don’t work in isolation; we catalyse

innovation through partnership. We actively seek and forge

alliances with like-minded individuals, organisations, and

agencies to build an active ecosystem.



Follow Your Passion and Imagination: Your boundaries are

only as limited as your imagination and passion.

Be Crazy, Break The Process, Just Get It Done: We value

audacious action over cautious inaction. If the box doesn't fit,

shatter it. Our goal is making things happen, no matter the

obstacles.

Embrace Change: The only constant is change.

Prioritise Quality: Build for longevity, flexibility, and ensure

meticulous attention to detail in everything we do.

Be Accountable: The price of greatness is responsibility.

Be Frugal: We can do much more with money saved. Watch the

small expenses as a small leak can sink a great ship.

Innovation is Our Only Goal: The recipe is simple -

Planning(Strategy), Skills, Ideas/Insights, Collaboration and a

Feedback Loop.



Testimonials
Sharing the impact of our experiences

www.paraminnovation.org

I did not expect anything i just saw the ad on my social

media and I wanted to try on. It was amazing and

exceeded all my expectation. Thank you!

I expected something more small key and

maybe a little boring too, but it was

wayyyyyyyy more interesting and cool.

As it's an amazing experience to

visit it for experiencing science to

students.

I expected a boring fair with scientists and structures

of atoms. This was beyond my mental capacity of

imagining what a science fair could be.

I love PARAM way too much to leave

Banglore!

21

The event was a good amalgamation of fun science and

maths. It would be great if Param could showcase outer

space in a creative way.



www.paraminnovation.org

It was soo good, it is interesting as we have expected, I

loved this so much. Feeling good, creative minding,

making us to think more and gather a lot of ideas.

My expectations were like "The exhibits might 

be too complicated for me to understand" but in reality,

 all the exhibits were really easy to understand. 

 Thank you for all the beautiful and innovative exhibits.

Expecting wonders of science and got

that experience.

It was more awesome. Param

Innovation was mast!

I came here no expectations. My kid and his

friends enjoyed a lot and were kept occupied

with the puzzles and games.

Came with no expectation and felt

everything is awesome.

22

In the future, Param has the potential to compete with any

leading museum in the world.

Param changed my perspective on science in 30 minutes

which my science loving wife of 20 years could not. 



Join Forces

Forge New Frontiers as Partners & Collaborators

At ParSEC, we’re not just talking about change, we’re making

it happen. If your organization is ready to lead in science and

innovation, let’s join forces and create an impact together.

Connect with us at collaboration@paraminnovation.org.

Advance Your Career with Purpose

Seize the chance to work in an environment where your

talents as designers, artists, developers, and more aren’t just

utilized—they’re celebrated. Join ParSEC’s dynamic team

and be at the forefront of revolutionizing science

engagement.

Collaborate and Innovate An Impact Together

Artists

Institutions

Startups

Calling all artists! Unleash

your talent and be part of

a community that

appreciates and

celebrates your unique

creations

Institutions, be part of a

dynamic alliance. Join

forces with us to

empower the next

generation of leaders

and thinkers

Fuel your startup journey!

Join our community of

disruptors and build the

future of business



Shape Tomorrow with Volunteering & Interning: Your skills and

enthusiasm can drive real-world advancements in science.

Embrace the opportunity to grow, learn, and contribute at

PARSEC. Join us in diverse roles that offer both on-site and

remote possibilities.

Ready to Make a Mark? Contact

recruitment@paraminnovation.org today. Let’s collaborate to

turn visionary ideas into reality. At PARSEC, your journey in

transforming passion into groundbreaking impact begins now.

PARSEC: Where Innovation Meets Action – Join Us in Shaping

the Future of Science!

Partner with Us
Transform Passion into Impact with PARSEC!

https://paraminnovation.org/join-us/

www.paraminnovation.org
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Innovators

Vendors

Join theParam Familytoday!

Transform your ideasinto reality! Join our    
innovation communitytoday and bring yourvision to life

Grow your business
with us! Become a
trusted vendor and

reach a broader
audience

https://paraminnovation.org/join-us/


Ways to Contribute:

One-Time Donation

Pledge Donation

CSR Participation

Event Sponsorship

Invest in curiosity and fuel innovation. Every gift propels us closer to

inspiring the next generation of scientists and problem solvers!

Bank Details

A/C Name: Param Foundation

Bank Name: HDFC Bank

A/C No: 50200089214212

IFSC Code: HDFC0002850

Your contribution will make a difference!

Your donations power our mission to make science a lifestyle. From

enriching education to creating exciting exhibits, every contribution

matters. Join us in building a World-Class Science Experience Centre

by 2024. Donations to Param are exempt from taxation under section

80G.

Support Us

www.paraminnovation.org
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To make an impact contact info@paraminnovation.org today!

Support Science with PARSEC!



Looking Forward
A glimpse into our next chapter

Metaverse, LMS, Hackathons,
Workshops

Science trucks, 24/7 Events,Science trucks, 24/7 Events,
Science CityScience City

200,000 sqft gallery space +
multiple faciltiies 

www.paraminnovation.org
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Ganesh Prasad
Deputy Director



The
Param
Science
Experience
Centre

Reinvent Your Reality!
www.paraminnovation.org

Get in Touch with Us

info@paraminnovation.org

Param Innovation, 4, 31st cross, 16th Main, 4th Block,
Jayanagar, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560011

+91  8431266867


